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Memorandum
2

t,\ir'forma::iarH i. th;•s r-co~d w:.s do• ,d 

in accorda.ce with the Ere-dom oi Information 

Act, exemptions to EQOIA- , i-' "

TO L. R. Rogers, Assistant Director for DATE: 

Nuclear Materials Safety MAR 6 

Division of Licensing and Regulation 
F•OM : Donald E. Warner, Acting Assi 

Director for Materials 

Division of COMpliance 

SYLVAIA-CopaNG NUCLEAR CORPORTION, HICKSVIL, lONG 

SUBJEr: ISmlND, NNw YORK; LICENSE NO. C-3700 - TYPE B INCIDENT 

CO:RGC 

Attached hereto is a memorandun dated January 17, 1961, 
from the NY Compliance Division, together with a report 

of an investigation and Exhibits A through E conducted 

on December 22, 1960, in connection with subject incident.  

Based on the information set forth in the attachments 

this office concurs with the findings of NY and suggests 

that the licensee be cited for the item of noncompliance 

noted during the investigation.  

No further action will be taken on this matter.  

Attachment: 
Copy trans memo fn R. H. Kirkman 

to D. warner dtd 1/17/61 w/inv rpt 
dtd 12/22/6o v/Exhibits A thru E



Donald E. Warner, Act. Asst. Dir.  
for Materials, Division of Compliance, HQ 

Robert W. Kirkman, Director 
Compliance Division, NYO0 

TRANSMITTAL OF TYPE "B" INVESTIGATION REPOIRT 
SYLVANIA-CORNING NUCLEAR CORPORATION 

CMP:KE 

Transmitted herewith is the investigation report 
of a type 0B0 incident at: 

SYLVANIA-CORNING NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
Cantiague Road 
Hicksville, Long Island, N.Y.  

License No. C-3700 

No items of noncompliance contributed to the 
incident.  

The following item of noncompliance was noted 
during the investigation: 

20.202 "Personnel ito 
(a) (1) - in WIN machinist, was 

not supplied with personnel monitoring 
equipment when he entered and worked for 
thirteen days between 9/31/60 and 10/23/60 
in the PRDC Control Area, a restricted area, 
where he was likely to receive a radiation 
exposure in excess of 100 mrem during seven 
consecutive days. (See items 3 and 5 of 
report details.)



D. E. Warner - 2 

The item of noncompliance was discussed with Mr. Boyd 
Metz, Plant Manager, who in the inspector's presence 
instructed the Safety Engineer, Henry Grieb, to make 
certain that all persons entering the PRDC Control Area 
are provided with film badges. Mr. Metz expressed Uis 
willingness to comply with the regulations.  

It is out opinion that the excessive exposures noted on 
the film bere to the badges and not to the indi
vidual, •because of the following: 

(1) Other workmen performing similar fuel rod 
straihteng operations immediately along
sides during the same time period received 
exposures no greater than 155 mrem/week.  

(2) Film badges supplied by HASL and exposed for 
4-1/6 hours to the same number of fuel rods 
placed in the same location as described by 

• showed no exposure when developed by 
hAS L.  

(3) Direct radiation surveys were performed by the 
inspector under the worst conditions of operation 
as described by The maximum radiation 
measured under -le s nditions was 10 mr/hr beta 
at 15" from the table, which was the position 
occupied by chest when performing fuel 
rod straightening.  

(4) Although ~and his ing4diate supervisor 
Martin stated that@ wore his badge 
on his coverall, the eessive film badge exposures 
may be explained if ad placed the film 
badges on the fuel Adsi1nide the tote box.

I



D. E. Warner - 3 - I -�

Natural uranium has a surface dose rate oL 239 
mwmn/hr beta according to AECD-2753. If 
had placed his film badges on densely pac'.Md 

Suranium, the film badges would have indicated 
an exposure of 20.3 rads beta. However, the
fuel rods inside the tote box are not densely 
packed and placing film badges inside could 

.produce extible to that which 
appeared onbadges, 11.4 rads beta.  

No further action is contemplated by this office with 
regard to this incident. We recommend that a letter 
be sent to the licensee advising him of the item of 
noncompliance and requiring corrective action to the 
satisfaction of the Commission.  

Enclosures 
4 cys of Rpt.

V-"

I



SCCPPMUi3'l- SUIDERTL

Licensee: SYLVANIA-CORNING NUCLEAR CORP.  
Hicksville, New York

License No.: C-3700

Date of Investigation: 

December 22, 1960 

Type of Investication:

Type " Incident

Expiration Date: April 30, 1962 Applicable 10 CFR Part 20 - 40

FINDINGS 

During the period 10/24/60 tol1/4/60 two successive 
biweekly film badges worn by !Sylcor 
machinist, temporarily assigned to a con-Etol restricted 
area to straighten depleted 95% uranium-molybdenum 
fuel rods showed exposures of 5.7 rad beta.  

Several other employees working alongside and 
performing identical fuel rod straightenin 6pe ations, 
did not receive exposures in excess of 155 mrem/week 
beta.  

In• • •radiation measurements made by the inspector 
of operations under the worst possible conditions 
revealed a radiation level of 10 mr/hr beta. This 
radiation level during total time that he per
formed fuel rod straighte ing•ould have resulted in 
a maximum radiation exposure of 850 mrems beta.  

Film badges supplied by HASL when exposed for 4-1/6 
hours in the same position thatok ccupied during 
actual operations showed no e xpo ireF 

It is concluded that the exposure occurred to the 
badges and not to the individual.  

No items of noncompliance contributed to the incident.

L4
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The following item of noncompliance was noted during 
the investigation: 

20.202 "Personnel monitoring" 
(a) (1) - in that sa machinist, was noti 

- supplied w7th personn-l' monitoring equipment 
when he entered and worked for thirteen days 
between 0/31/60 and 10/23/60 in the PRDC Control 
Area, a restricted area, where he was likely 
to receive a radiation exposure in excess of 
100 mrem during seven consecutive days. (See 
items 3 and 5 of report details.)

Inspector 

Approved by: Robert W. Kirkman 

January 12, 1961 
Date Report Prepared

Distribution: 
4 cys - Div of Cmp, HQ 
2 cys - NYOO



SYLVANIA-CORNING NUCLEAR CORPORATION 
Hicksville, Long Island, New York 

Date of Investigation: December 20, 1960 

Persons Accompanying Inspector: 

Mr. John Mieli, Senior Radio-Physicist, Division of 
Industrial Hygiene, Department of 
Labor, New York State 

Persons Contacted: 

Dr. Benjamin Schloss, Ph.D., President, Nucleonic Corporation 
of America 

Mr. William Herman, Physicist, Nucleonic Corporation of America 

Mr. Henry E. Grieb, Safety Engineer, Sylvania-Corning Nuclear 
Corporation 

~.Charles BiSolz, Foreman, PRDC, Control Area 
SiMachinist 

Mr. George Martin, Leadman, PRDC, Control Area 

Dr. William N. Young, Medical Director 
Mr. Boyd Metz, Production Manager 

DETAILS 

1. Notifications 

On December 8, 1960, a telephone call was received by Mr. J.  

Roeder of this office from Henry Grieb, Safety Engeneer, Sylcor., 

advising that they had received a film badge report from 

Nucleonic Corporation of rica, 196 Degraw Street, Brooklyn, 

New York, that W a machinist, had received an 

exposure of 25 mrem gamneiid 5.77 tad beta during a period 

of from 11/7/60 to 11/19/60. Grieb also stated that he 

received the film badge report on 12/8/60, which showed that 

rd -1had received 400 mrem x-ray exposure. Grieb stated 

-hat-d immediately telephoned Nucleonic Corporation and 

spoke to Mr. George Herman, a Physicist, stating thatr I1 

could not be exposed to x-ray at Sylcor. Herman immediately? 

read the badge and corrected the reading from 400 mrem x-ray t 

exposure to 5.77 rad beta exposure. See Exhibit "A" showing_) 

the original and corrected film badge readings.
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On 12/8/60 a confirming telegram was received at this office 
which stated that investigation details would follow. (See 
Exhibit "B"). On 1/9/61 a detailed report of the incident 
from H. Grieb, Safety Engineer, dated 1/3/61 was received 
at this office and in included as Exhibit "3".  

2. License Status 

License C-3700 is current with an expiration date of April 30Q, 
1962 and extends to both Sylcor plants at Hicksville, New 
York and at Dayside, New York. The license permits the use 
of source material for research and development on fuel 
element manufacture and reprocessing. An initial inspection 
was conducted on 10/28/58 by R. 8. Cleveland of this office 
but only operations at Bayside, New York were inspected. A 
reinspection was conducted on 2/17/60 by Mr. P. Klevin of 
this office and operations at Hicksville were reviewed and 
items of noncompliance were noted: 20.401(c) failure to 
maintain records of washings released to the sanitary sewerage 
system and of effluents to the air in the proper units; and 
20.203(f) (1) failure to label containers. It was noted du ing 
this inspection that during the week of 11/2/5 ....  
had received an exposure of 950 mrep beta while -Especting
depleted uranium pins. This exposure occurred to only the 
head, chest and arms, and did not constitute an overexposure.  

INVESTIGATION DETAILS 

3. Henry E. Grieb, Safety Engineer and RSO 

Griebotated that until today he had believed that 
Sa machinist, had worked in the Power Ressarfh 
DeveIt%6ent Corporation (PRDC) Control Area for a period of 
three weeks from 10/24/60 to 11/14/60. How .n the 
inspector's it was learned from itime cad 
records thathad been in the cont 9/31/60 
for 7.7 houris, on 914/60 for 6 hours, on 9/16/60 for 2.7 
hours, on 9/29/60 for 7.7 hours stripping depleted uranium
molybdenum fuel rods with alcohol, on 7/30/60 for 7.7 hours 
stripping fuel rods, on 10/7/60 for 5.7 hours tooling, on 
10/10/60 for 7.7 hours bagging fuel rods into polyethylene ( 
bags, on 10/11/60 for 1.5 hours bagging, on 10/17/60 for one 
hour bagging, on 10/18/60 for one hour bagging, on 10/23/60 
5.7 hours bagging, on 10/20/60 for 7.7 hours cutting off fuel 
rods into 12" lengths, on 10/21/60 for 7.7 hours cutting off.  
On all the above dates Grieb stated thatU was not issued ) 
a film badge. All the above operations were carried on in / 

the PRDC Control Area, a restricted area. The Control Area 
is a caged-off restricted room which is entered through a 
dressing room. Posted printed restrictions stated that 
rubbers, gloves, protective clothing, protective eye glasses, 
and film badges must be worn. Grieb stated that the average
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weekly exposure for personnel in the control area is about 

100 mram beta. Within the control area room, 40' x 60', is 

located an annealing furnace, swaging machines, centerless 

grinders, cut off wheel lathes and a degreaser.  

Grieb stated A issued a Mucleonic CokporatLa 

film b.afe an l0/YT/667Tdoyering the two week period of 
1o/24/60 to 11/6/6o and then issued a mw badge covering the 4 
two, od of 11/7/60 to 11/19/60. Grieb stated that 

not worked In the control area since 11/14/60.  
Da e riod of 10/24/60 to 11/14/60 time records show 

tworked a total of 85 bours in straightening 
d*l1 rods 122 long and 3/83 diameter. Grieb state 

that the fuel rods were 95% uranium metal alloyed with 5% 

molybdenium with trace amounts of Ur-234, U-235 and U-233.  

Grieb stated that he received the film badge exposure report 

k tk-riod 10/24/60 to 11/6/60 on 11/11/60 and noted that 
received a 160 are- x-ray exposure, but did 

oattention to this reading until December 8, 1960 
when be received the film badge report for the period of 

to 11/19/60 shoving a 400 arem x-ray exposure for 

onDecember S. 1960. Grieb stated that he called 
Dr. B. Schloss, President of Nucleonic Corporation of America 
and told him and Jo6aLa. in charge of film badge records; 

for Nucleic, thatIcNN 1ld not possiblybe exposed to 
x-ray during this peMiod-•. Herman reread the badge for the .  

period of 11/7/60 to 11/19/60 revz ssngn e xure to 

i.2z&d beta, but neglected to reread e-S2ft for the 

period of 10/24/60 to 11/6/60, which also showed an x-ray 

exposure. Grleb stated that he spoke to Reiman about the 

previous film badge on 12/9/60 when Herman delivered the 

revised film record to Grieb. GX'ieb stated that Herman told 

him that he would reread the film badge of 10/24/60 to 11/6/60.  
This w•mS not reread until the inspector, in looking 

overf ift "Aa e exposures for the period 10/24/60 
to 1 6/60. noted a. film Age expesuro of 160 arm x-ray.  

Grieb In the inspector's presence telepboned Dr. Schloss of 

Nucleonic, who reread the film badge for the period of 10/24/60.  

to 11/6/60 and stated to both Grieb and the inspector via 

telephone that ,e also showed another expos!re of • 

1.7_-ad beta to, for the period of 10/24/60 to 11/6/60) 

This exposure a Wno been reported to the Cos/issio and.  

Grieb stated that he should have been alert to note 
previous exposures when he received Sucleonic s repo on 

11/11/60. on 12/23/60 a letter was received from Nacleonic 

Corporation of America dated 12/22/60 which explainst shod 
of film interpretation and the correct exposures fo i; -\ ,.  

The developed film badges were also enclosed. The letter 1S" 

included as Exhibit "D".
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Grieb stated that he reviewe C-UI Operation inastraightening 

fuel rods and believes that !Ts hwas-%-badge exposure and not 

an overexposure to an individual. Grieb stated his opinion 

is based upon the followings 

(a) A&MONwas seated at a table straightening 12" 

"-iong /8" diameter rods between two V groove 

chucks and a press. Only On-*iit 'od could be 

straightened at a time an production 
rnwr oximatelY 250 rods during a 7.7 hour day.  

a on his left a tote box approximately 

=e a high and 18" long with a cover, and 

would remove one rod from the tote box 
WoU•eleft, straighten the rod, f and t 

in an empty tote box on his right.  

position at the table was such that Refi 

badge attached to the coverall was 18" from the 

straightening Jig, and Grieb stated that when he 

monitored the operation, he could not get a 

radiation level greater than 2 / at the 

film badge. Furthermore, only'chest, 

arms and head were exposed as he was s ting all 

the time.  

(b) A Production Hand,#also did 

straightening occasonally aongside 
GON961Mduring this period. t 

Tei and exposure records show 

worked alongsid NM ssisting him in 

straightening fue rods during thof 

11/7/60 to 11/14/60. Records of 

working time die aforemeno0n•- pae iod 

indicated tha l worked a total of 7.5 

hours per day ikt~e5 day period.  

film badge for the period 11/7/60 toA w/l9/6-l 

shows only an exposure of 155 mrem beta.  

Grieb stated that he believed thatoo-II had 

put his film badge into the tote box which had 

approximately 200 rods in it at all times and 

which has a surface radiation lev 240 mrem 

per hour beta. Grieb stated thaS a a 

top machinist, who complained to h s un on delegate 

when put into the control area to perform 

straightening operations which normally were per

forml.Lower paid employees. Grieb stated 

that - was placed in the control area 

becauie of-lack of work in the machine tool 

operations.  

Grieb stated tha has been removed from all 

work within any c ed or restricted area 

effective 12/8/60.
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4. George Martin, Leadman in Control Area 

George Martin stated that he was immediate supervisor 

In the control area during the straightening operation. Martin i 

stated that although they were supposed to keep the tote boxes 

covered and remove only one fuel rod at a time, the cover of 

the tote box was continuously off because the design of the 

tote box was impractical and it was difficult to insert a 

gloved hand through the end slot and remove one rod. There

fore, the cover of the tote box was left off and ld 

have 20 or 30 rods lyin on the table f tofnt him.• Martin 

stated that he observe •d that ••ad his film 

badge attached to the outside--•abel of his co.irall.  

5. •Machinist 

l tated that he had worked in the control area on mapy 

Vcasns prior to 10/24/60 when he was first issued a film 

badge. He stated that he would be called in to work on machinery 

and occasionally for a aor two help out with the stripping 

and bagging operations. = stated that at the end of 

October he was put in the control area steady to straighten 

fuel rods.inllI stated thatWrked along
side him two ays totl to e k hours) perfo the sd h on ar i 
seorations. f IEI~worked one y and 

l worked one week alongside him. he personneimnonitoring 

records for the two day periodel llworked alongside 

sh 20 mr %"ka on the film badge of 10/24/60 to 

01"/66 shows 80 mrem beta exposure for this 

period, do r work within the control area, 

as well, whereasl nly worked two days in the 

control area alongside 

lý tated that he never had the film badge off the coverall 

searing and at the end of each day turned in his film 

badge to the security guard at the gate and picked up his 

film badge each morning. This was verified 1  nation of 

the security guard records which show that film 

badge was never missing and was turned in eWachnigt and re

issued each morning.  

VANON showed the inspector the exact position he occupied 

IATW the fuel rod straightening operations and two film 

badge suplied by HASL were placed at the exact location 

wher in indicated he was sitting. A cardboard carton 

was place on a chair and the film badges were pinned to the 

box 16" away from the straightening Jig. An open tote box 

containing 20 fuel rods and 20 scattered fuel rods were placed 

on the table. The badges were exposed 4 hours and 10 minutes 

and developed by HASL° who reported no badge exposure.
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5. Dr. William Young, Medical Director 

Dr. Young stated that on 12/8/60, he ha. ubmit a urine 

sample which he sent to Controls for RadratioF, Cambridge, 

Massachusetts for bloassay for uranium. The bioassay for 

Wh o wd a concentration of uranium in urine of 4.6 

micrrams per liter. A repeat urine taken 12/28/60 was 

analyzed by HASL and showed a urine concentration of 2.0 

ug/ 1 uranium. Dr. Young also took blood samples on 12/8/60 

and made a differential count and stated that no blood 

abnormalities were noted.  
p 

6. Personnel Monitorinc 

S'id not have any film badge or personndl monitoring 

4eoiW!Prior to 10/24/60, and did not work in the control 

area after 11/14/60, therefore, his thirteen week reported 

exposure consisted of two successive reported 5.7 rads beta 

for a total of 11.4 rads beta.  

7. Direct Radiation Surveys 

A direct radiation survey was performed by the inspector 

accompanied by Grieb in the PRDC Control Are&, in the 

vicinity where••ad worked, using a #1680 Juno survey 

meter, calibra -d-Mi73/6 0. The following are radiation 

measurements: 

(a) witlvj occupying a seat and performing a 
simu--1tedod straightening operation with the 
number of fuel rods and location pointed out by 

nb typical of his operation. An open tote 

5xc~intaining 200 fuel rods (1/2 or n ie nwas on 

"a table imnediately to the left o l and 20 

lrods were strewn on the tablef rot of 
fuelroswrstenoth alf 

•n The radiation reading was taken at 

dchest which was 150 from the surface 

0 e a lbe and found to be - 10 mr/hr beta.  

(b) At the surface of the tote box containing 200 

fuel rods 6" from the surface of the fuel rods 

34 mr/hr beta.  

No reading could be obtained at the surface of 

the fuel rods because the dimensions of the tote 

box were too small to allow the insertion of a 

survey instrument.  

(c) At the surface of the fuel rod straightening 

jig with one fuel rod in the jiig - 2 mr/hr beta.
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8. Film Badge Evaluation 

The two Nucleonic film badges whic- wore between t 
10/24/60 and 11/14/60 were submitte to L for evaluation.  
HASL stated that the films showed no evidence of heat damages.  
and that both film badges appear to have been uniformly 
exposed to 5.7 rads beta radiation. The film badge is 
described as a #544 Dupont double eaulsion in a plastic 
packet. Both Nucleonic and HASL made their evaluations from 
the insensitive films because the sensitive films were too 
blackened for evaluation.  

P 

9. Corrective Action 

The following item noted during the investigation was discussed 
with Mr. Boyd Metz, Plant Managers 

20.202 "Personnel nitoring" 
(a) (1) - in tha s not issued a film badge 

prior to 10/47601 when he had in fact worked 
in the control area on thirteen different 
days between 9/31/60 and 11/23/60.  

Mr. Metz stated that immediate steps will be taken to have 
badges issued to all persons who enter the control area.
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1 c O P RA IN O AMERICA 

%V SIRF ET * DROOKLYN 31 N. MAIN 4-7370 CABLE. NUCL:_ý, 

Dee7,bpr 22, i?6O 

½rin1 fan le Hv 

L3u! Hison' Street I.,.~'w nr)~14s, New York 
Ref: Syleorts Exposure Report 

'A r. Epstein: 

In reaard to teexnosures recelved by 
Air~ I nc the weeks: .  

O.W.Densities 
S 

I,,-" 4th *-o Novernh!)r O'th 7..4 
w)v6irber 7tn to !4ovember 21st 3,",0 .160* 

"ý, aersitl~v* ir of t,,l 544 rar~ket Indicates a 

aL:.~flat dens!,ieS of aTnroximately 3.0 making the 

eposr report has been Interpreted from the 

inisk-sOtlve film (C.W.*).  

Adensity of .160 C.W. reading~ on the Insensitive 

H -aainst a Reta C:alibration. Curve indicates an ex

sr.ad. This readinq Is the corrected reading 
bott wteek% are the same* 

*L:nclosed you will find f-ilm, as requested 

Respectfully yours,...  

-4 

W-vI'c W. C. Herman



DIitsion of Sylvania Electric Prod. Inc.

January 3, 1961.  

Rr. I. Epatela-in~t~~* '~~ 

united State& Ato~ie Inrgy COMMI@ &*ion 

compliance Division 
376 31udso Strst -1 

Dear Mr. Eqateifts .  

Attacbed Is a 0sopy ow htwsad 
on the thu' badge OMPOfuM 0 

please advise M if there is any further izifor
nation required. .  

Very truly !Our*,, 

Henry7 2. Grsnb 
Ch~ief Safety Ingiuieer 

Att.
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time for the required monitoring period. For 
example, the MCA people said that they had mailed 
as badges on December 13th or 14th, to be used, 
on December 19th. On the afternoon of Friday, 
December 16th, D. White contacted WA to inform 
them that we had not received the badges to be 
used on the 19th. MA people indicated that 
they could not understand this, because they 
mailed them on the 13th and 14th, but that they 
would look into the matter. On December 17th, 
at 3030 PH a Special Delivery package containing 
the badges was delivered to the Guardhouse. The 
postmark stamped by the Brooklyn Post Office, 
where the package was mailed, indicated that they 
were mailed on the afternoon of Friday, the 16th.  
I contacted J. Cara of NCA about this, and she 
indicated that as far as she knew, the badges 
were sent an the 13th or 14th, anW didn't know 
anything about the badges being mailed on the 
16th as Special Delivery.  

The above difficulties that we have been experiencing with 
MCA, have been discussed with NCA representatives and they 
have indicated that they will take immediate action to 
prevent any recurrences.  

HMGsdw Henry E. Grieb 
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